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were fixed long before tri-colours ever fluttered or there
were such things as republican ideals. For two centuries
of younger sons had banged Castilian doors behind them,
turned their broad, unsympathetic backs upon ancestral
mansions, and drawn deeper breath under the bright skies
of America. Spain poured her manliest elements across the
Atlantic; and it is undeniable, since nations cannot escape
their ancestry, that the grandmother of South America is
Spain.
How much had Rome to say to that ? There are few
things in the world less Roman than the mind of Spain;
and that queer blend of Moor, Basque, Catalan, and Visi-
goth was the mixed crew of South America's Mayflower.
Are we not headed, outward bound, past the big shoulder
of Spain, past the green hills above Corunna, past all the
little ports that the Conquistadores sailed from with the
big lanterns bobbing on their poops and their Faith gleaming
brightlier than their body-armour ? For it was Spain that
sent them out; Spain followed them to Santa Maria de
Buenos Aires, and Portugal was still with them at Bahia de
Sao Salvador de todos os Santos. What trace was there of
Rome, of the great litany of Latin culture ? Rome's eagles
ceased to flap above them long before Lisbon faded away
into the haze, since Latin qualities are rare enough along
the Tagus. If they had started from French ports or from
the coast of Italy, one might have looked for something
at their journey's end that could conceivably be Latin.
But Rome is very distant from the Moorish alleys of the
little ports of Spain and still farther from the broad estuaries
of vast American rivers. Latin America, then, is a chimera.
The tram-like rails of Latin logic do not run beneath the
Equator. There is, of course, a vast inheritance from
Europe; but it is traceable to the true ancestors of South
America—to Spain, to Portugal, and to the strange blend
of races which fought, built, painted, and ennobled the
Peninsula in the four centuries that separate the Cid
from Boabdil. For as our ship creeps quietly across the

